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DG for Eulerian CFD
High Resolution, Complex Geometries/Physics, 0.001 ≤M ≤ 10− 20
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Objectives
• General Materials, e.g. Neo-Hookean, Visco-elasto-plastic
• Arbitrary Description (Lagarangian/Eulerian)
• High Energy/Large Deformation
• Shock waves incorporating correct entropy production
• Accurate resolution of isentropic shear/volumetric waves





• Cast Governing Equations as System of First Order Conservation Laws
• Account for involutions by appropriate selection of approximating spaces
• Use High-Order DG
• For Dissipative/Non-local Fluxes introduce local variables (LDG/CDG)
• Use “standard” shock capturing techniques
Here, we will present basic formulation for Lagrangian non-dissipative
Neo-Hookean material
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The Discontinuous Galerkin Method
• (Reed/Hill 1973, Cockburn/Shu 1998-2001, etc)
• Consider non-linear hyperbolic system in conservative form:
U t +∇ ·F(U) = S(U)
• Triangulate domain Ω into elements κ ∈ Th
• Seek approximate solution Uh in space of element-wise polynomials:
V ph = {V ∈ L2(Ω) : V |κ ∈ P p(κ) ∀κ ∈ Th}
• Multiply by test function Vh ∈ Vph and integrate over element κ:∫
κ
[(Uh)t +∇ ·F(Uh)− S(Uh)]Vh dx = 0
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The Discontinuous Galerkin Method













with numerical flux functionH(UL,UR, nˆ) for left/right states UL,UR
in direction nˆ (Godunov, Roe, Osher, Van Leer, Lax-Friedrichs, etc)
• Global view: Find Uh ∈ Vph such that this
weighted residual is zero for all Vh ∈ Vph
• Spatial Error O(hp+1) for smooth prob-
lems












, J = detF , v(X, t) =
∂x
∂t
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“generalized” form of continuity
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Constitutive Model
• Strain Energy Potential
ψ(F ) = ψiso(J




[tr(J−2/3F : F )− 3] , ψvol = 1
2
κ(J − 1)2
• First Piola-Kirchhoff Stress Tensor











= pJF−T ; p =
dψvol(J)
dJ




(F : F )F−T ]
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Conservative Form of the Governing Equations
∂p
∂t





























Conservative Form of the Governing Equations























































∂U = NIAI , AI =
∂F I
∂U I = 1, 2, 3
• Two Acoustic Waves
• Four Shear Waves
• Six zero eigenmodes (δF T = −δF + “Plane Stress States”)
λmax =
√√√√β + ( αε2 + 2γ)
ρ0
,
α = κJ2 +
5
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Example - Plane Strain
Unit Square
Linear Solution
































Example - Plane Strain Solution
U0 = 5e− 4 (linear)






Example - Plane Strain Solution






Example - Rotating Plate
“Plane Strain” Rotating Plate
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Example - Rotating Plate
Displacement of point (1,1), Energy, Linear and Angular Momentum
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The Problem

























∇× F i = 0 , i = 1, 2, 3 ∀t
. . . this is called an INVOLUTION
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Example - Rotating Plate
Displacement of point (1,1), Energy, F11,2 − F12,1 and F21,2 − F22,1
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Dealing with the Involutions (∇× F i = 0)
• Calculate a curl-free vector basis {φk} within each element (SVD)
∇× φk = 0, ∀k





• Use standard DG approach with modified basis functions
• In practice, it can be implemented very efficiently by pre-calculating a
modified inverse mass matrixM−1∗ for each element
M−1 ⇒ M−1∗ =W (W TMW )−1W T
W is a rectangular matrix which expresses the curl-free basis in terms of
the standard basis
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Example - Rotating Plate
Displacement, Energy, Momentum,∇× F i
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Bending Beam







































































































• More General Constitutive Relations ψ(F , θ) e.g. Mie-Gruneisen
• Solve for Energy equation
∂E
∂t
+∇ · (q − 1
ρ0
P Tp) = 0
. . . plus additional constitutive internal variables
• Dissipation models (LDG, CDG)
U t +∇ ·F(U ,Q) = S(U)
Q−∇U = 0
• Shock Capturing
• Arbitrary Lagarangian/Eulaerian Description
• Fluid Structure Interaction
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